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Recently, several authors have been treating partitions by considering the gaps
between their consecutive parts. Many of the existing results involving ‘‘partitions
with parts in the gaps’’ bear a striking resemblance to certain weighted partition
identities that also arise from the gaps of partitions. In this paper, we show that this
is not merely a coincidence, and we demonstrate that many of these weighted parti-
tion identities are equivalent to identities involving partitions with parts in the gaps.
We intend that this brief note will more or less act as a Rosetta Stone for some of
the literature on the gap-theoretic study of partitions.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of using the gaps between consecutive parts of partitions to
produce weighted identities among partition functions was initiated and
developed by Alladi in [13]. During this time, the notion of partitions
with parts in the gaps was introduced by Bowman in [5] and developed
by the author in [6]. In [1], Alladi conjectured that connections may exist
between his results and identities involving partitions with parts in the
gaps. In this paper, we show that Alladi’s conjecture is correct and that in
some instances, seemingly different results from the literature are actually
equivalent.
In Section 2, we will provide the necessary background involving
weighted partition identities. In Section 3, we will provide the necessary
background involving partitions with parts in the gaps. Then, in Section 4,
we will demonstrate the way in which pieces of these two separate concepts
can be combined into a unified theory.
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2. WEIGHTED PARTITION IDENTITIES
In [1], Alladi introduces the general theory of weighted partition iden-
tities. We follow his notation precisely.
Definition (Alladi). Given a set S of partitions, let PS(n) denote the
number of partitions ? of n with ? # S. Let _(?) be the sum of the parts of
?. For ? # S, let wS(?)1 be the ‘‘weight’’ of the partition ? in S. If ST,
then we call an equation of the form
(2.1) PT (n)= :
? # S
_(?)=n
wS(?)
a ‘‘weighted partition identity.’’
To derive several of his weighted partition identities, Alladi introduces
‘‘sliding operations’’ on a set of partitions T. Then, he demonstrates that
each partition ? # S can be transformed via sliding into exactly wS(?)
different partitions ?$ # T, and that each partition ?$ # T can be reached via
sliding from exactly one partition ? # S. In this way, an identity of the
form (2.1) is achieved.
Of particular interest to us are the following four weighted partition
identities due to Alladi. Let R denote the set of all partitions with minimum
difference 2 between consecutive parts. If ?=h1+h2+ } } } +h& with
h1>h2> } } } >h& , let
wR (?)=h& ‘
&&1
i=1
(h i&hi+1&1).
Theorem 1 (Alladi [1]). For all integers n,
p(n)= :
? # R
_(?)=n
wR (?).
In the following two theorems, we state results that are slightly less than
what Alladi proved. Let p(n; &) denote the number of partitions of n having
a &_& Durfee square. Let R& denote the subset of R consisting of partitions
with exactly & parts.
Theorem 2 (Alladi [1]). For all integers n and &,
p(n; &)= :
? # R&
_(?)=n
wR (?).
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Let pm (n) denote the number of partitions of n with the largest part plus
the number of parts equal to m+1. Let R(m) denote the subset of R
consisting of partitions with the largest part equal to m.
Theorem 3 (Alladi [1]). For all integers m and n,
pm (n)= :
? # R(m)
_(?)=n
wR (?).
Finally, we state an important result that reveals information modulo 2k
about the number of partitions n into distinct parts. Let Q(n) denote the
number of partitions of n into distinct parts. Let g3 (n; k) denote the
number of all partitions ?=h1+h2+ } } } +h& of n into parts differing by at
least three such that exactly k of the gaps among the integers h1 , h2 , ..., h&
and h&+1=&1 are at least four.
Theorem 4 (Alladi [1]). For all integers n,
Q(n)=:
k
g3 (n; k) 2k.
Notice that we could express this sum as a sum over partitions counted
by g3 , and thus this is a genuine weighted identity in the sense of (2.1).
3. PARTITIONS WITH PARTS IN THE GAPS
In this section, we state the relevant definitions and theorems from [5,
6]. We will use the notation from [6], although some of the concepts
involving partitions with parts in the gaps were originally introduced in
[5]. For examples of the objects defined here, see [6]. Although the sym-
bolic representation of the objects defined in this section may seem lengthy,
the objects themselves are actually quite simple.
A composition of a non-negative integer n is any sequence of positive
integers with sum n. An ordinary partition of a non-negative integer n is a
non-increasing sequence of positive integers with sum n. Let C be the set
of all compositions, let C(n) be the set of all compositions of n, let P be
the set of all ordinary partitions, let P(n) be the set of all ordinary parti-
tions of n, and let p(n)=|P(n)|, the cardinality of P(n). As a convention,
we include < in P and C.
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Notation. 1. For d, e integers with e1, we denote the formal sum:
d e= d+ } } } +d
e times
.
2. For di integers, we denote the composition d eaa +d
ea+1
a+1+ } } } +d
eb
b
by bi=a d
ei
i .
3. When there is a risk of confusion, we let  denote the concatena-
tion of two pieces of a composition or partition, and we let + denote the
sum within a part of a composition or partition (that is,  is a binary
operation from C(n)_C(m) into C(n+m) while + is a binary operation
from Z_Z into Z).
Now we are ready to define a ‘‘partition with ones in the gaps.’’ The idea
here is that we take a partition with differences at least two between con-
secutive parts, and we insert up to gi ones between the i th and (i+1)st
parts where gi , the ‘‘i th gapspace,’’ is the amount of extra room we have
in meeting the minimum difference 2 condition.
Definition. A partition with ones in the gaps is any composition that
may be constructed in the following way.
v For b0, let bi=1 di # P such that db2 and di&di+12 for all
1i<b.
v Define g0=, gb=db&2, and gi=di&di+1&2 for all 1i<b.
v Then
(3.1) ?=1e0  
b
i=1
(di1ei),
where 0eigi for i=0, 1, ..., b is a partition with ones in the gaps. We
call the gi the ‘‘gapspaces’’ of ?, we call the di the ‘‘main parts’’ ?, and we
call the parts of size one the ‘‘parts in the gaps’’ of ?.
Let P* be the set of all partitions with ones in the gaps, let P*(n) be the
set of all partitions with ones in the gaps such that the sum of the parts
(including the ones) is n, and let p*(n)=|P*(n)|. Notice that for every
? # P*, the representation of ? in (3.1) is unique.
Let Pk, m be the set of all partitions where each part is #k (mod m), let
Pk, m (n) be the set of all partitions of n where each part is #k (mod m),
let pk, m (n)=|Pk, m (n)|, let Pk, m ( j, n) be the set of all partitions of n into
j parts where each part is #k (mod m), and let pk, m ( j, n)=|Pk, m ( j, n)|.
We are now prepared to define a ‘‘partition where each part is #k
(mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps.’’ The idea here is analogous to the
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idea behind a ‘‘partition with ones in the gaps,’’ but now the minimal dif-
ference two condition is replaced by a minimal difference 2m condition.
Definition. Let 1km. A partition where each part is #k (mod m)
with parts of size k in the gaps is any composition that may be constructed
in the following way.
v For b0, let bi=1 di # Pk, m such that dbm+k and di&d i+1
2m for all 1i<b.
v Define g0=, gb=
db&k
m &1, and g i=
di&di+1
m &2 for all 1i<b.
v Then
(3.2) ?=ke0  
b
i=1
(dikei),
where 0eigi for i=0, 1, ..., b is a partition where each part is #k
(mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps. We again call the gi the
‘‘gapspaces’’ of ?, the di the ‘‘main parts’’ ?, and the parts of size k the
‘‘parts in the gaps’’ of ?.
Let P*k, m be the set of all partitions where each part is #k (mod m) with
parts of size k in the gaps, let P*k, m (n) be the set of all partitions in P*k, m
such that the sum of the parts (including the parts of size k) is n, and let
p*k, m (n)=|P*k, m (n)|. Notice that for every ? # P*k, m , the representation of ?
in (3.2) is unique. Let P*k, m ( j, n) be the set of all partitions in P*k, m (n) with
j parts (including the parts of size k), and let p*k, m ( j, n)=|P*k, m ( j, n)|.
(Note: when we say that ? # P*k, m ( j, n), we mean that if we write ? as in
(3.2), then n=k } e0+bi=1 (di+k } ei) and j=b+
b
i=0 ei .)
Theorem 5 [6]. For all nonnegative integers j, k, m, and n with
1km,
(3.3) pk, m ( j, n)= p*k, m ( j, n).
Summing on j yields the following meaningful corollary.
Corollary 6 [6]. For all nonnegative integers k, m, and n with 1
km,
(3.4) pk, m (n)= p*k, m (n).
Let Qk, m be the set of all partitions into distinct parts where each part
is #k (mod m), let Qk, m (n) be the set of all partitions of n into distinct
parts where each part is #k (mod m), let qk, m (n)=|Qk, m (n)|, let
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Qk, m ( j, n) be the set of all partitions of n into j distinct parts where each
part is #k (mod m), and let qk, m ( j, n)=|Qk, m ( j, n)|.
Definition. Let 1km. A smallgap partition where each part is #k
(mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps is any composition that may be
constructed in the following way.
v For b0, let bi=1 di # Qk, m such that db2m+k and di&
di+13m for all 1i<b.
v Define g0=,
gb ={1, if db>2m+k0, if db=2m+k, and
gi ={1, if di&d i+1>3m0, if di&di+1=3m for all 1i<b.
v Then
?=ke0  
b
i=1
(dikei),
where 0eigi for i=0, 1, ..., b is a smallgap partition where each part
is #k (mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps.
Let Q*k, m be the set of all smallgap partitions where each part is #k
(mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps, let Q*k, m (n) be the set of all
smallgap partitions in Q*k, m such that the sum of the parts is n, let
q*k, m (n)=|Q*k, m (n)|, let Q*k, m ( j, n) be the set of all smallgap partitions in
Q*k, m (n) with j parts, and let q*k, m ( j, n)=|Q*k, m ( j, n)|.
Theorem 7 [6]. For all nonnegative integers j, k, m, and n with
1km,
(3.5) qk, m ( j, n)=q*k, m ( j, n).
As before, summing on j yields a meaningful corollary.
Corollary 8 [6]. For all nonnegative integers k, m, and n with 1
km,
(3.6) qk, m (n)=q*k, m (n).
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4. THE ROSETTA STONE
We are now ready to translate the above theorems involving weighted
partition identities into the language of partitions with parts in the gaps.
After making this translation, we will see that Theorem 1 can be viewed as
a special case of Corollary 6, Theorems 2 and 3 can be viewed as
refinements of Theorem 5, and Theorem 4 can be viewed as a special case
of Corollary 8. To connect these two languages, we must first notice the
following.
Key Observation. In the definition of partitions where each part is #k
(mod m) with parts of size k in the gaps, if we restrict ourselves to the case
k=0, redefine g0=0, and allow the smallest main part to have size one,
then Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 still hold. Furthermore, in the definition of
smallgap partitions where each part is #k (mod m) with parts of size k in
the gaps, if we restrict ourselves to the case k=0, redefine g0=0, and allow
the smallest main part to have size one, Theorem 7 and Corollary 8 also
still hold
To make this observation, we need only realize that the maps $ from
P1, m ( j, n) to P0, m ( j, n& j) defined by $(h1+h2+ } } } +h&)=(h1&1)
(h2&1) } } }  (h&&1) and $* from P*1, m ( j, n) to P*0, m ( j, n& j) defined
by $[1e0 bi=1 (d i1
ei)]=bi=1 [(di&1)0
ei] are bijections. Also
notice that allowing parts of size zero in the gaps does not result in parts
of size zero in our ordinary partitions, since we set g0=0.
Example. If we let k=0, m=1, and n=7, then Corollary 6 tells us that
p*0, 1 (7)= p0, 1 (7)=15,
since
P*0, 1 (7)=[7, 7+0, 7+02, 7+03, 7+04, 7+05, 7+06, 6+1, 6+0+1,
6+02+1, 6+03+1, 5+2, 5+0+2, 5+2+0, 5+0+2+0]
and, listed in the corresponding order after the appropriate bijection,
P*0, 1 (7)=[7, 6+1, 5+12, 4+13, 3+14, 2+15, 17, 5+2, 4+2+1,
3+2+12, 22+13, 4+3, 32+1, 3+22, 23+1].
Given this observation, we can now define equivalence classes among
partitions with pats of size zero in their gaps.
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Definition. We say that ?, ?$ # P*0, m (n) are ‘‘equivalent’’ if the main
parts of ? are the same as the main parts of ?$.
Put another way, ? and ?$ are equivalent if they would appear the same
to a zero-blind observer.
Example. All of the following are equivalent:
6+2, 6+0+2, 6+02+2, 6+2+0, 6+0+2+0, 6+02+2+0 # P*0, 1 (8).
We are now prepared to show the equivalence of a special case of
Corollary 6 and Theorem 1.
Theorem 9. The statements
(4.1) p0, 1 (n)= p*0, 1 (n)
and
(4.2) p(n)= :
? # R
_(?)=n
wR (?)
are equivalent.
In fact, these two statements are a bit more than just equivalent; they are
actually in some sense identical.
Proof. Since p0, 1 (n) is exactly p(n), we need only show that
p*0, 1 (n) is the same as :
? # R
_(?)=n
wR (?).
We can express p*0, 1 (n) as a sum over equivalence classes. Notice that each
equivalence class in P*0, 1 (n) has a unique representative in R, which will
also have sum n. Thus, we have
p*0, 1 (n)= :
? # R
_(?)=n
v(?),
where v(?) is the number of elements of P*0, 1 (n) that are equivalent to ?.
But it is easy to see that
v(?)= ‘
b
i=1
(gi+1),
which is exactly wR (?), and thus (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent. K
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In Theorems 2 and 3, Alladi makes refinements of Theorem 1. These
refinements can also be translated into the language of partitions with parts
of size zero in their gaps. In all of what follows, when we speak of parti-
tions with parts of size zero in the gaps, we will always be speaking about
objects in P0, 1 .
Let p*(n; &) be the number of partitions of n with zeros in the gaps that
have & main parts.
Observation. For all integers n and &;
(4.3) p(n; &)= p*(n; &).
This follows quickly from the proof of Theorem 5. If we let P*(n; &) be
the set of all partitions counted by p*(n; &), then for ? # P*(n; &), ,(?) has
exactly & parts of size at least &, and thus (4.3) is an obvious refinement of
Theorem 5.
We are now prepared to show the equivalence of (4.3) and Theorem 2.
Theorem 10. The statements
p(n; &)= p*(n; &)
and
(4.4) p(n; &)= :
? # R&
_(?)=n
wR (?)
are equivalent.
Proof. We can express p*(n; &) as a sum over equivalence classes.
Notice that equivalence classes in P*(n; &) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with elements of R& with sum n. Thus, we have
p*(n; &)= :
? # R&
_(?)=n
v(?),
where v(?) is the number of elements of P*(n; &) that are equivalent to ?.
But, it is easy to see that
v(?)= ‘
&
i=1
(gi+1),
which is exactly wR (?), and thus (4.3) and (4.4) are equivalent. K
Let p*(n : m) to be the number of partitions of n with zeros in the gaps
that have largest part m.
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Observation. For all integers n and m,
(4.5) pm (n)= p*(n : m).
This also follows quickly from the proof of Theorem 5. If we let P*(n : m)
be the set of all partitions counted by p*(n : m), then for ? # P*(n : m), the
largest part of ,(?) has size m&( j&1) where j is the number of parts of
?, and thus (4.5) is another refinement of Theorem 5.
We are now prepared to show the equivalence of (4.5) and Theorem 3.
Theorem 11. The statements
pm (n)= p*(n : m)
and
(4.6) pm (n)= :
? # R(m)
_(?)=n
wR (?).
are equivalent.
Proof. We can express p*(n : m) as a sum over equivalence classes.
Notice that equivalence classes in P*(n : m) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with elements of R(m) with sum n. Thus, we have
p*(n : m)= :
? # R(m)
_(?)=n
v(?),
where v(?) is the number of elements of P*(n : m) that are equivalent to
?. But it is easy to see that
v(?)= ‘
&
i=1
(gi+1),
which is exactly wR (?), and thus (4.5) and (4.6) are equivalent. K
Finally, we are now prepared to show the equivalence of a special case
of Corollary 8 and Theorem 4.
Theorem 12. The statements
(4.7) Q0, 1 (n)=Q*0, 1 (n)
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and
(4.8) Q(n)= :
k0
g3 (n; k) 2k
are equivalent.
Proof. Since Q0, 1 (n) is exactly Q(n), we need only show that
Q*0, 1 (n) is the same as :
k0
g3 (n; k) 2k.
We can express Q*0, 1 (n) as a sum over equivalence classes. Let G3 be the
set of all partitions with difference at least three between consecutive parts,
and let G3 (n; k) be the set of all partitions of n with difference at least three
between consecutive parts and with exactly k of these differences greater
than three. Notice that each equivalence class in Q*0, 1 (n) has a unique
representative in G3 , which will also have sum n. Thus, we have
(4.9) Q*0, 1 (n)= :
? # G3
_(?)=n
v(?),
where v(?) is the number of elements of Q*0, 1 (n) that are equivalent to ?.
But it is easy to see that
v(?)= ‘
&
i=1
(gi+1).
Now, for all ? # G3 (n; k), we see that v(?)=2k. Thus, noting that every
partition in G3 with sum n is in exactly one G3 (n; k), we can rewrite (4.9)
as
Q*0, 1 (n)= :
k0
:
? # G3(n; k)
2k,
and thus (4.7) and (4.8) are equivalent. K
5. CONCLUSION
Theorems 9 through 12 constitute all currently known equivalences
between the weighted partition identities of Alladi and results involving
partitions with parts in the gaps. It is quite reasonable to expect that other
connections exist, and further exploration of these connections may prove
worthwhile.
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